Resumo: Urn controle de adrnissao de conexoes baseado em estatistica de trafego em tempo real e apresentado neste artigo. a rnetodo consiste em estimar a distribuicao das fontes agregadas com base no histograma do mirnero de celulas chegando num intervalo fixo, 't e e usado em conjunto com a distribuicao de novas chamadas, estimada em tempo nao-real por medicao ou simulacao. A nova distribuicao de fontes agregadas e obtida usando a tecnica da convolucao e antes da aceitacao de uma nova chamada. A razao de perda de celulas ("cell loss ratio", ou CLR) e avaliada usando esta nova distribuicao, e e verificado se CLR satisfaz a qualidade de service ("quality of service", ou QoS) necessaria. A viabilidade e a eficacia do metodo sao demonstradas por simulacao.
INTRODUCTION
In Broadband Integrated Service Digital Network (B-ISDN) based on the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technique a variety of signals such as video, voice, image, and data are statistically multiplexed and share common switching and transmission resources. Because these signals have different requirements, the bandwidth management and traffic control techniques developed for traditional circuit or packet switching networks are not applicable. For instance, the call admission control in circuit switched network is based on a fixed number of circuits or trunks, so that if the number of .calls exceeds the number of trunks, the exceeded calls are blocked. In ATM networks the connection admission control is based on bandwidth allocation. Since each call needs different bandwidth. an elaborated bandwidth management technique is required.
Many connection admission controls have been proposed in the literature. The simplest way is to segregate the total bandwidth into classes of traffic and provide independent control for each class [I] . In this case, statistical gains are obtained only within a class.
Another proposal of the connection admission control is based on a set of precomputed maps as guidelines [2, 3, 4] , These maps are obtained off-line. through simulation or analysis for a predetermined offered load in the network. This type of Revista Brasileira de Telecomunicacoes Volume 10, numero 1, Dezembro 1995 admission control needs storage of the resource allocation guidelines in the switching nodes and does not accurately reflect the real-time traffic.
An approach based on equivalent capacity concept was introduced in [5] . This method is based on results of [6] and proposes analytical expressions for computing the equivalent capacity of a source or a number of multiplexed sources. The method conforms well when the source has exponentially distributed packet lengths and silence times but it has some limitations when the source does not resemble exponential distribution and there is correlation between packets (such as video source) [7] .
A method based on a dynamic scheme that assigns the bandwidth on the basis of on-line measurement and estimation of an upper bound on the cell loss ratio was proposed in [8, 9] . The upper bound on cell loss ratio is derived from the measured number of cells arriving at the network node during a fixed interval, and the source parameters specified by the user.
The connection admission control proposed in this paper is based on the cell loss probability formula presented in [8], but using a different approach to estimate the aggregate sources and new call distributions.
In Section 2 the proposed method is discussed in detail. The measurement considerations to estimate the aggregate sources and new call distributions are presented in Section 3. In Section 4 the feasibility of the method is shown using simulation and examples. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.
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THE METHOD
;\ connection admission control based on distribution of the number of cells arriving during the fixed interval Twas prevented in 18J. The method assumes that it is possible to estimate the probability of the number of cells arriving from connected sources. The estimate probability distribution is weighted with the measured frequency distribution in order to flTld I hl' renewed process distribution, p(k). This renewed process distribution is used as the distribution of the con ned cd ,ou rccs, Avvunun r the most bursty process distribution 8(k) for a new eall with an average bit rate A v and a peak bit rate R p' the n'll I"" rnlh;lhility after the new call acceptance, estimated before the acceptance is given as [ If the cell loss probability B is less than a specified cell loss probability B, then the call is accepted; otherwise the call is rejected.
In [8] the is estimated using theoretical consideration and measured estimates.8(k) is estimated as the most bursty
process distribution. In this paper we use a different approach; we will use measured estimates for both and 8(k).
A ( )
The idea is to get a distribution of the aggregate sources in the network by measurement in periodic time T and the distribution that gives worst cell loss probability is chosen by successive comparisons. The distribution of a new call requesting connection is estimated off-line by measurement or by simulation and it is stored in the switching nodes. The calls are divided into classes and eaeh class has different distribution given by measured (or simulated) values.
By using these approaches we can calculate * 8(k) in Eq.l by direct convolution or by transform method such A ( ) as FFT (Fast Fourier Transform). The resultant distribution is used in Eq.l to calculate the cell loss probability.
In the next section we discuss how the measured estimates ofthe distributions can be obtained.
MEASUREMENT CONSIDERATIONS
Let a time period T divided into N smaller intervals, each of length t. Let X, (t) be a random process describing the number of cells arriving in i th interval of length t. The process -r. (t) is called the rate process.
The mean number of cell arrivals in the interval t will be
The mean estimated cell arrival rate is given by
The process X(t) can be used to study characteristics of the aggregate sources in the network. One of the characteristics that can be studied is the correlation of the aggregate sources [10] . For instance, Fig.3 .1 shows the autocorrelation of the aggregate sources with 200 voice sources and one video source. Each voice source model used is such that a cell is generated at every 6 ms, representing a telephone traffic at a constant rate of 64 kb/s. The video source model generates fixed length video packets with exponentially distributed times. The number of bytes generated per packet is arranged so that exactly two cells are filled.
The autocorrelation is calculated by counting number of cells at every 50 ms, in a period of 10 seconds, and using standard discrete autocorrelation formula. The correlation shows that the aggregate sources have periodic components (voice sources) and a reasonable correlation at .ime origin due to the video source.
This example shows that rate process can point out very well some characteristics of the aggregate sources.
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Another characteristic that can be studied by rate process is the probability distribution of the aggregate sources. The rate process can be easily translated to the probability distribution by using the histogram of the number of cells in r interval. For example, Fig.3.2 shows the probability distribution obtained through rate process for Poisson source.
An advantage of using the histogram as probability distribution is that a relatively small number of discrete values can represent the distribution. Thus, the operations with the distribution can be quickly done by using the direct convolution or the transform method such as FFT (Fast Fourier Transform). This characteristic is very important for proposed connection admission control explained in the previous section. 
SIMULATION AND EXAMPLES
FigA.l shows the simulation scheme implemented to verify the feasibility of the proposed admission control. The simulation tool used is Block Oriented Network Simulator (BONES) [J3] . A simple FIFO is used to queue the cells. The block named Channel is used to model the processing delay to transmit a cell. The Data Collector blocks make the counting of the cells in an interval r and store this information. The block Sink performs the network node function and removes the cells. The feedback at the channel output is used to indicate the end of a cell transmission. The parameters indicated by small arrows are specified before the simulation and can be easily modified.
Source Models
The On-Off sources have been successfully used in the literature to model the aggregate sources of the broadband integrated services networks. Thus, in this paper, video, data and voice sources are all modeled as on-off sources with different parameters.
Each video source has a peak bit rate of 33 Mb/s and average bit rate equal to 13. 
Simulation Parameters
The transmission link bandwidth C is assumed to be 150 Mb/s and the buffer size K is limited to 100. The cell length L is 53 bytes. It is assumed that the maximum admissible delay Tmax satisfies the relationship [8J 1P lMximum QJeuI Size Figure 4 .1 Simulation scheme Tmax = KL/C We assume that this maximum delay is also the fixed time interval r in which the number of the cells is counted. Thus, the fixed interval r for given simulation parameters is .28267 ms. The total number of intervals N is assumed to be 20000.
Examples
Let us consider an example with video and voice sources. There are 4 video sources and 1065 voice sources connected to the network. Another video source wants to connect to the network. We will consider that to satisfy the QoS (Quality of Service) the cell loss probability must be less than 10-2. This high cell loss probability is chosen to save computing time because it is very difficult to get low cell loss probability in simulation.
In Having these two distributions we can estimate, before the acceptance of the new call, the aggregate distribution of 5 video sources and 1065 voice sources by calculating the convolution of these two distributions. Fig.4:3 .a shows the new estimated distribution of these aggregate sources before the call is accepted and Fig.4.3 .b shows the distribution after the call is accepted. Table I shows the cell loss ratio for the estimated using the Eq.l and the simulated cases. It can be seen that the new video source can be accepted under specified QoS. Table I also shows that after the acceptance of this new video source, if another video source (total 6 video sources) attempts to enter in the network, that video source will be rejected. Let us consider now the case with three different classes of traffics. In this case we assume that 3 video sources, 2500 voice sources and 19 data sources are already connected to the network and the number of data sources will be increased. These different measurement times were obtained using different seeds of simulation. Since the measurement time (T = r N = 5.652s) is short, different characteristics of the distributions are observed and they represent only samples of the whole distribution. The idea of this method is to use these distributions. but choosing only one distribution that gives the worst cell loss probability. The criterion to choose the worst distribution is based on the comparison of the tails of the distributions. The summation of the tail that exceeds the size of the buffer (buffer size = 100, in our example) is calculated and it is compared to the tail of the next distribution obtained by measurement. If the first summation is greater then the second, the first is kept as the aggregate distribution. Otherwise, the second distribution is now used as new distribution. Thus, the worst measured distribution is used for CLR calculation. Table III shows the results of simulation and estimated values using the proposed method.
The notation (x+l) in the Table III means that x data sources are connected and one more is requesting connection. The estimated probability is calculated according to the proposed method before the data source is accepted and the simulated probability is obtained assuming that the new call is accepted.
mea It can be seen in the Table III that in some situation an increased load gives less CLR. It means that in particular time the surement captured a distribution that it is advantageous in CLR terms. But since in this method a periodic measurement is done, a less advantageous distribution pattern is always captured as can be observed in the case of (21+ I) data sources. In time t3 the CLR found in simulation is less than (20+ I) data sources, but in time t2 the measurement Sometimes the estimated value underestimates the CLR, as can be observed in the case of (22+ I) data sources. By using the tail comparison criterion we can keep the CLR overestimated. By the criterion the load with (22+ I) data sources is not acceptable and the new data source is rejected, despite the average CLR obtained in the simulation (.0068) satisfies the specified QoS.
In the dynamic situation in which the connections are released, the following procedure could be adopted to choose the distribution. ., distribution; after that the same comparison criterion based on the summation of tails explained previously can be used to get the worst distribution.
CONCLUSIONS
A connection admission control based on real time traffic statistics was presented in this paper. The method consisted of estimating the distribution of the aggregate sources based on the histogram of the number of cells arriving in a fixed interval r, and it was used in conjunction with the new call distribution estimated off-line by measurement or simulation. By using convolution technique the new distribution of the aggregate sources was determined and then CLR was evaluated. Since distributions obtained by measurement represented only partial distributions a tail comparison technique was proposed. In this proposed connection admission control the estimated CLR is overestimated because a worst distribution pattern is chosen among distributions obtained in different measurement times.
